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Overview
An automated composer of popular Spanish songs was de-
veloped by integrating ETHNO-MUSIC (Navarro-Cáceres,
Olarte, and Cardoso (2018)), for generating melodies,
and Tra-la-Lyrics (Gonçalo Oliveira (2015)), for producing
lyrics. This confirms that it is not always necessary to de-
velop new creative systems from scratch.

Spanish popular music differs from classical in aspects
like sonority, sound disposition or rhythmic formulas used.
It is always linked to a functionality and lyrics are essential
for identifying the song’s purpose.

Presented integration is analogous to having two differ-
ent people composing a song: one creates the melody and
another the lyrics. Unlike other systems that generate mu-
sic for existing lyrics (e.g. Toivanen, Toivonen, and Valitutti
(2013); Ackerman and Loker (2017)), in this case, melody
is composed first,

ETHNO-MUSIC generates new melodies based on origi-
nal Spanish popular songs, available in MIDI format. Musi-
cal excerpts were analyzed and their relevant features (pitch,
duration, degree, first in bar, time signature, musical phrase)
encoded and stored to be used as the training corpus for mu-
sic. A Markov Model (MM), learned on the previous fea-
tures, is then used for generating new compositions.

Once the melody is available, Tra-la-Lyrics 2.0, built on
top of the poetry generation platform PoeTryMe, splits the
melody into parts and generates lines of text for each part,
while trying to maximize two main constraints: (i) one syl-
lable per note; (ii) stressed syllables match strong beats of
the melody. Generation is based on the Spanish adaptation
of PoeTryMe (Gonçalo Oliveira et al. (2017)), though with
an augmented semantic network, acquired from Concept-
Net, and new line templates, acquired automatically from
songs in Spanish.

Example
The MM was learned from 102 popular songs with time sig-
nature 3/4, 3-4 musical phrases with similar length, and sim-
ilar sonority in the Frigian mode with possible modifications
in its evolution to E minor.

Lyrics were produced for a set of melodies generated
with ETHNO-MUSIC, with seed words that set two gen-
eration domains, common in Spanish popular songs: work

in the fields (trabajo, siega, tierra, sembrar, semillas,
trigo, cereales, campo, sol, paja, cosecha, cosechar); and
love (amor, novia, moza, mozo, bella, belleza, feliz, alcoba,
morena, guapa, sonrisa, ojos, bonito, bonita). Figure 1 has
an example of a song generated in the domain of love, with
lyrics roughly translated to English. Most stressed syllables
match strong beats and rhymes are frequent.User2018-02-06_2

Tra-la-Lyrics 2.0

bus cas tu a pa rien cia en for ma de vul ga ri dad por u na ma ra vi llo sa y cau ti va
4
3

do ra en fer me dad bar bi lla y faz mi dul ce a mor

al guien e fe bo la lla ve de mi mo zo in terior

You look your appearance in the shape of vulgarity
because of a wonderful and irresistible disease
Your chin and face, my sweet love / somebody stole the key of my heart

Figure 1: Song with lyrics about ‘amor’ (love), including
rough English translation.

A set of generated songs was evaluated by human judges.
Overall results suggested that melodies transmit a feeling of
Spanish popular music and both the rhythm and meaning of
the lyrics is acceptable for a first approach.
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